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Despite the widespread use of silicon in modern technology, its peculiar thermal expansion is not
well-understood. Harmonic phonons adapted to the specific volume at temperature, quasiharmonic
approximation, has become accepted for simulating the thermal expansion, but has given ambiguous
interpretations for microscopic mechanisms. To test the atomistic mechanisms, we performed inelastic
neutron scattering experiments on a single crystal of silicon to measure the changes in lattice dynam-
ics from 100 to 1500 K. Our state-of-the-art ab initio calculations, which fully account for phonon
anharmonicity, reproduced the measured shifts of individual phonons with temperature, whereas the
quasiharmonic approximation typically gave results of the wrong sign. Surprisingly, the accepted quasi-
harmonic model was found to predict the thermal expansion owing to a fortuitous cancellation of
contributions from individual phonons.
A quantized harmonic oscillator was Einstein’s seminal
idea for understanding atom vibrations in solids. Better
accuracy for crystalline solids is achieved when the vibra-
tions are resolved into normal modes. Each normal mode
is quantized, with excitations called phonons. However,
harmonic models are limited to quadratic terms in the in-
teratomic potential, and it is well-known that higher order
terms in the interatomic potential are necessary to describe
properties of real solids such as thermal conductivity and
thermal expansivity. Despite this knowledge, the best way
to account for non-harmonic effects remains less clear.
A popular approach is the quasiharmonic model (QH),
which assumes harmonic oscillators, but with frequencies
renormalized to account for the thermal expansion. In a
quasiharmonic model, the energy of the phonon mode i
changes with crystal volume, V . Changes to phonon ener-
gies are usually described by a mode Gru¨neisen parameter,
γi = − V ∂εiεi ∂V , where εi = ~ωi is the mode energy (and
ωi/2pi is the mode frequency). A positive γ gives a reduc-
tion in mode energy with thermal expansion increasing the
vibrational entropy ∆Svib. At finite temperature, the extra
elastic energy from thermal expansion, ∆Eel, is offset by
the term −T∆Svib in the free energy ∆F = ∆Eel−T∆Svib
[1, 2]. For positive γ, this free energy is minimized with a
positive thermal expansion, so for negative γ, a negative
thermal expansion is expected.
The cubic and quartic terms of the interatomic poten-
tial cause the normal modes to interact and exchange en-
ergy. This is pure anharmonicity, where the the energy of
a phonon is altered by the presence of other phonons at
finite temperatures, irrespective of the volume of the solid.
Anharmonic effects increase with larger thermal atomic dis-
placements. Sometimes this causes a misperception that
pure anharmonicity is important only at high temperatures,
and quasiharmonic models may be valid at low and moder-
ate temperatures owing to low phonon populations. How-
ever, the leading-order terms of both quasiharmonicity and
anharmonicity are linear in temperature [3], so if anhar-
monicity is important at high temperatures, it can have
the same relative importance at low temperatures, too.
Finding the relative importances of quasiharmonicity and
anharmonicity should be done by quantitative analysis, but
to date the dominance of quasiharmonicity for silicon has
been assumed in part because quasiharmonic models pre-
dict the thermal expansion with reasonable accuracy [4–
6]. The quasiharmonic model predicts the anomalous neg-
ative thermal expansion of silicon from 10 K to 125 K
and the low thermal expansion up to the melting tem-
perature [7–11]. The positive thermal expansion coeffi-
cients observed at moderate and high temperatures are
anomalous in their own right – they are small compared to
diamond and other materials with zinc-blende structures
[9]. Further validation of the quasiharmonic approxima-
tion was provided by measurements of the Raman mode
and a few second-order Raman modes of silicon under pres-
sure, which was accurately predicted by volume-dependent
density functional theory (DFT) calculations at low tem-
perature [12, 13]. The negative Gru¨neisen parameters of
the low-energy transverse acoustic (TA) modes have re-
ceived considerable attention and have been attributed to
the “open-ness” of the diamond cubic structure [11], the
stability of angular forces [6], or entropy in general [5].
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2FIG. 1. Experimental phonon dispersions of silicon. Reduced and ‘folded’ inelastic neutron scattering data of silicon
measured at (A) 100 K, (B) 200 K, (C) 300 K, (D) 900 K, (E) 1200 K, (F) 1500 K.
Nevertheless, the precise role of the TA modes in ther-
mal expansion remains unclear [4, 6]. With increasing
temperature, phonons are excited in higher-energy phonon
branches, and their positive Gru¨neisen parameters are ex-
pected to cause the overall thermal expansion to change
sign (as discussed in the Supplementary Materials).
“Non-trivial” phonon shifts that were not accounted for
by thermal expansion were reported in an earlier experimen-
tal paper on phonon dispersions in silicon up to 300 K [14].
The importance of pure anharmonicity in temperature-
dependent phonon shifts at moderate and high temper-
atures was also found in work based on molecular dynam-
ics, many-body perturbation theory, and ab initio calcula-
tions on silicon [15–21]. (Nuclear quantum effects were
shown to be important, but nuclear quantum effects alone
do not reproduce the correct thermal expansion coefficients
3FIG. 2. A comparison between s-TDEP and quasiharmonic ab initio calculations throughout the Brillouin
zone. A-C, Phonon dispersions of silicon from ab initio density functional theory calculations at 0 K (black solid line), and
1500 K in the quasiharmonic approximation (red dashed line) and s-TDEP (teal solid line) with transverse acoustic (TA),
longitudinal acoustics (LA), longitudinal optical (LO), transverse optical (TO) branches labeled. The (0.75,0.25,0.25)-point is
shown as a black circle marker for reference. Inset shows transverse acoustic modes along paths from around Γ-X-K (B), and
a small portion of Γ-L (C). D, Density of fractional phonon energy shifts with temperature. The densities from all branches
(s-TDEP: teal, quasiharmonic (QH): red) and densities from just the low transverse modes are offset and scaled for clarity.
Contour of densities are in color intensity, and the mean (dashed color line) and median (solid color lines) for each distribution
are also shown with the 5th to 95th percentile shown as solid black lines. E, The density of the 700 K s-TDEP is shown. Notice
the more negative peak consists of a majority of TA-modes.
[22, 23].) Temperature-dependent phonon shifts from pure
phonon anharmonicity should alter significantly the predic-
tions of thermal expansion based on negative Gru¨neisen
parameters and the quasiharmonic approximation. A more
detailed study of phonons in silicon at high temperatures
is therefore appropriate because very few modes were pre-
viously assessed [14, 20].
The phonon dispersions of silicon had never been mea-
sured at temperatures above 300 K, and we undertook
the experiments to do so on a high-purity single crystal
of silicon (mass ≈ 28.5 g) with 〈110〉-orientation, ma-
chined into a tube for optimal neutron scattering prop-
erties. The sample was rotated in a furnace on a direct
geometry time-of-flight inelastic neutron scattering spec-
trometer (ARCS) [24] at the Spallation Neutron Source at
Oak Ridge National Laboratory. The data were reduced to
give all phonon dispersions in the irreducible wedge of the
first Brillouin zone. Our “folding” technique of summing
all of the S(q, ε) data (from >100 Brillouin zones) into an
irreducible wedge increases the signal strength, suppresses
polarization effects that alter intensities in some Brillouin
zones [25], and averages out any possible effects of “an-
4harmonic interference” [26].
Fig. 1 shows phonon dispersions as bright intensities.
The dispersions at low temperatures are in excellent agree-
ment with previous work that used triple-axis spectrom-
eters [14, 27]. The smooth background between the
phonon dispersions is dominated by multiphonon scatter-
ing [28]. With increasing temperature, the majority of
phonon modes, including the low-energy transverse acous-
tic modes, soften in proportion to their energy, i.e., the
mode Gru¨neisen parameters are similar. This self-similar
behavior of phonon softening was reported previously [21].
All ab initio calculations were performed with the
VASP package. A stochastically-initialized temperature-
dependent effective potential method (s-TDEP) [12, 29,
30] was implemented to obtain phonon shifts with temper-
ature, including intrinsic phonon anharmonicities and nu-
clear quantum effects. Quasiharmonic calculations were
also conducted as described previously [21]. Methods for
both the measurements and the calculations are described
in the Supplementary Materials.
Results from calculations by the s-TDEP method (with
anharmonicity and thermal expansion) and conventional
quasiharmonic ab initio calculations (with no anharmonic-
ity) are shown in Fig. 2. There are large discrepancies in the
signs and magnitudes of phonon energy shifts between the
two models. Most interestingly, Fig. 2.B,C show that the
s-TDEP calculations predict a reduction in phonon energy,
“softening”, in the transverse modes (roughly < 35 meV),
whereas the quasiharmonic calculations predict an increase
in phonon energy, “stiffening”, at 1500 K (with negative
Gru¨neisen parameters as reported previously [4–6]).
We calculated the fractional shifts of energies for all
phonon modes in the first Brillouin zone, ∆ε/ε (T ). The
phonon modes (εi) were calculated using a 50×50×50
grid of q-points. Fig. 2.D compares the density of frac-
tional phonon shifts from quasiharmonic and anharmonic
(s-TDEP) calculations. The density of fractional shift,
ρ (∆ε/ε), is shown in Fig. 2.E from the s-TDEP method
at 700 K. Compared to the quasiharmonic predictions for
the TA modes (shown at top of Fig. 2.D), the anhar-
monic shifts are an order-of-magnitude larger, have oppo-
site signs, and follow opposite thermal trends. Such large
discrepancies allow for definitive experimental tests.
Individual phonon energies were obtained from constant-
q fits to the measured S(q, ε), as shown in the Supplemen-
tary Materials. Fig. 2.F-I show that the trends from the an-
harmonic s-TDEP calculations are in far better agreement
with experiment than the quasiharmonic trends. Ther-
mal trends for phonons at the L,X,K-points (Fig. 2.F-H)
are presented for their importance in the interpretation of
quasiharmonic results [4]. Another example for a phonon
mode located away from a high-symmetry line is shown in
Fig.2.I.
FIG. 3. Results from constant volume ab initio calcu-
lations A-C, Density of fractional shifts with temperature
at constant volumes using the s-TDEP method from the two
low energy transverse branch modes and for all modes (D-F).
The mean(dashed color line), median (solid color line), and
the 5th and 95th percentile (black solid lines) of the density
are also shown. Calculations shown for (A,D,G) 99 % of 0
K volume, (B,H,G) 0 K volume, and (C,F,I) 101 % of 0 K
volume. Quasiharmonic predictions are the dashed 0 lines
in A-F. G-I, Corresponding constant volume differences be-
tween the quasiharmonic (QH) and s-TDEP in free energies
from vibrational entropy with temperature.
Additional s-TDEP calculations of densities of thermal
shifts suggest why the quasiharmonic theory has been so
apparently successful. Calculations were performed for vol-
umes that were 1% larger and 1% smaller than the 0 K har-
monic volume calculated for Fig. 2.A, and the results are
shown on the left and right sides of Fig. 3 for the TA modes
(top three panels) and all phonon modes (middle three pan-
els). For all three volumes, at low temperatures, there is
a wide spread in the thermal phonon shifts, both stiffening
and softening. At low temperatures, the average thermal
shift from anharmonicity at a fixed volume is surprisingly
nearly zero. At fixed volume, the shifts of all quasiharmonic
phonons are zero, of course, so the two methods agree on
the average owing to the cancellation of anharmonic stiff-
enings and softenings. This approximate cancellation is
5FIG. 4. Calculated and experimental coefficients of
linear thermal expansion in silicon. Calculated coef-
ficients are from minimized free energies using Supplemen-
tary Eq. 1 (s-TDEP: teal solid line, quasiharmonic (QH): red
dashed line). Experimental values are shown as colored mark-
ers [7–10].
seen in Fig. 3.A-C for the TA modes and in Fig. 3.D-F for
the all modes. Nevertheless, the average phonon energies
from the s-TDEP method show an ordinary softening with
increased volume and temperature, inconsistent with the
negative Gru¨neisen parameters from quasiharmonic calcu-
lations. At high temperatures, Fig. 3.D-F show that all
the modes tend to soften at similar rates. Differences in
vibrational entropies from the s-TDEP and quasiharmonic
methods were calculated using equations in the Supple-
mentary Materials. The difference in entropies ∆S from
the quasiharmonic and anharmonic was used to obtain the
−T∆S shown in Fig. 3.G-I. For all volumes, the differences
are negligible up to 125 K but increase at higher tempera-
tures (Fig. 4).
An independent concern about the quasiharmonic model
is the elastic energies of thermal expansion, ∆Eel =
1/2Bv(βT )2, where B is the bulk modulus, β is the vol-
ume coefficient of thermal expansion, and v is the atomic
volume. This ∆Eel should be comparable to the −T∆Svib
contribution to the free energy from phonons. The max-
imum negative linear expansion at atmospheric pressure
is 0.003 %, and the maximum positive linear expansion is
0.5%˙ near the melting temperature [7, 8, 10]. The corre-
sponding elastic energy for the negative thermal expansion
is in the µeV range, and the positive thermal expansion
gives approximately 0.2 meV at 500 K [7, 8, 10, 31]. These
quasiharmonic energies are orders of magnitude smaller
than the entropic contributions to the free energy.
We showed that a quasiharmonic model with nega-
tive Gru¨neisen parameters is physically incorrect, although
some of its predictions of average properties are preserved
by gross cancellations of errors. However, the success of
the quasiharmonic theory implies that the diamond cubic
structure is intrinsically prone to anomalies in thermal ex-
pansion. At low temperatures, the low energy transverse
modes are more populated with phonons, so they must
contribute to the decreased lattice parameter [4, 6]. The
zero-point energy proves important for thermal expansion
in silicon [22, 23], where the (fractional) population of
the higher energy phonons alters the self-energies of TA
phonons at low temperatures. Without the zero-point en-
ergy, the anharmonic calculations predict significantly dif-
ferent thermal expansion at low temperatures (Supplemen-
tary Materials), giving fundamental conflicts with classical
mechanical models based on the “open-ness” of the struc-
ture, classical springs, force constant ratios, and negative
Gru¨neisen parameters. Nevertheless, these phenomena
may contribute to the general behavior, and are discussed
in more detail in the Supplementary Materials. In silicon,
anharmonic phonons and quantum effects are essential to
the anomalous thermal expansion. A simple model has not
yet been provided, as there probably is none.
Measurements of the phonon dispersions of single crystal
silicon from 100 to 1500 K showed thermal shifts that con-
tradict the trends predicted by the widely accepted quasi-
harmonic model, even at low temperatures. Pure phonon
anharmonicity, i.e., phonon-phonon interactions, dominate
the phonons in silicon from low to high temperatures, al-
tering the effective interatomic potential and causing both
positive and negative shifts of phonon energies. Although a
mechanism for the anomalous thermal expansion of silicon
remains a challenge, a detailed simulation that accounts
for pure phonon anharmonicity successfully has reproduced
the anomalous thermal expansion and the thermal shifts of
phonons in silicon.
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SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS
Materials and Methods
Inelastic Neutron Scattering
Inelastic neutron scattering measurements were per-
formed on a single crystal of silicon of 99.999% purity that
was highly-oriented (< 2◦), purchased from Virginia Semi-
conductor, Inc. The [110] oriented single crystal was fur-
ther machined into a cylinder of 3.8 cm in height, 2.54 cm
in outer diameter and a 1.59 cm inner diameter to min-
imize multiple scattering. The crystal was suspended in
an aluminum holder and then mounted into a closed-cycle
helium refrigerator for the 100 and 200 K measurements,
and a similar holder made from niobium was mounted into
a low-background electrical resistance vacuum furnace for
measurements at 300, 900, 1200 and 1500 K. For all mea-
surements the incident energy was 97.5 meV, and an os-
cillating radial collimator was used to reduce background
and multiple scattering [24, 32].
The time-of-flight neutron data included multiple
datasets from 200 rotations in increments of 0.5◦ about
the vertical [110]-axis, reduced to create the full S(q,ε)
using standard software [33, 34]. A secondary data reduc-
tion process consisted of ‘folding’ the entire S(q,ε) data
set into an irreducible wedge in the first Brillouin zone.
Non-linear offsets of the q-grid were corrected by fitting
typically 50 in situ Bragg diffractions in an energy transfer
range of ∆ε = ±4 meV by a transformation to the po-
sitions of the theoretical diffraction peaks for a diamond
cubic structure. The corrected grid was then ‘folded back’
and corrected for the phonon creation thermal factor [25].
The correct alignment of the reciprocal space dataset pro-
duced S(q,ε) of high statistical quality.
Energy spectra at specific q-points mentioned were eval-
uated by integrating over 0.0025 A˚−3. Phonon centroids
were then fitted using the Levenberg-Marquardt non-linear
least square method for multiple Doniach model functions
[35]. Examples of the scattered intensities at a constant-q,
with fits, are shown for the X-point in Fig. S1.
Ab-initio Calculations
Ab initio DFT calculations were performed with the pro-
jector augmented wave [36] formalism as implemented in
VASP [37–40]. All calculations used a 5 × 5 × 5 super-
cell and a 500 eV plane wave energy cutoff. The Brillouin
zone integrations used a 3 × 3 × 3 k-point grid, and the
exchange-correlation energy was calculated with the AM05
functional [41–43].
Finite temperature phonon dispersions of silicon were
calculated by fitting first-principles forces to a model hamil-
tonian,
H =U0 +
∑
i
p2i
2m
+
1
2
∑
i jαβ
Φαβij u
α
i u
β
j
+
1
3!
∑
i jkαβγ
Φαβγijk u
α
i u
β
j u
γ
k .
(1)
The forces on atoms were generated using DFT through
various configurations of displaced atoms by a stochastic
sampling of a canonical ensemble, with cartesian displace-
ments (uαi ) normally distributed around the mean thermal
displacement using
uαi =
∑
k
iαk ck√
mi
√
−2 ln ξ1 sin(2piξ2). (2)
The thermal factor, ck , is based on thermal amplitudes
of normal mode k , with eigenvector k and frequency ωk
8FIG. 5. Constant q-S(q,ε) data at the X point for 100, 200,
300, 900, 1200, 1500 K. Data are black markers and fits are
in orange.
[30, 44, 45]
ck =
√
~(2nk + 1)
2ωk
, (3)
and ξ1 and ξ2 are stochastically sampled numbers between
0 and 1.
The fitting to the model Hamiltonian used the
temperature-dependent effective potential method
(TDEP) [12, 29]. With thermal displacements from Eq
S2 and Eq. S3, we refer to our temperature-dependent
calculations as the stochastically-initialized temperature-
dependent effective potential method (s-TDEP). This
method circumvents the issue of expensive computa-
tional resources required of ab initio molecular-dynamics
(AIMD), replacing AIMD with a Monte Carlo sampling of
atomic positions and momentum near equilibrium positions
[12, 30]. The quasiharmonic model was calculated as
described previously [21].
Thermodynamic Calculations
Temperature dependent coefficients of linear thermal ex-
pansion in silicon were calculated through the minimization
of the free energy,
F(T, V ) =E(T, V ) +
∑
q,k
(~ωk(q, V, T )
2
+ kBT ln(1− e−~ωk (q,T,V )/kBT )
)
,
(4)
from quasiharmonic calculations, and from s-TDEP (main
text Fig. 5). The quasiharmonic model implies the only
temperature dependence of the entropy is from the vol-
ume expansion (εi(V {T})) and the Planck distribution
(nk) whereas the anharmonic s-TDEP method minimizes
the free energy for temperature and volume simultaneously.
The vibrational entropy from all phonon modes,
∑
k , was
calculated as [1],
Svib(T ) = 3kB
∑
k
[
(nk + 1) ln(nk + 1)− nk ln(nk)
]
. (5)
Possible Contributions to the Thermal Expansion
As stated in the main text, a simple physical model for
the anomalous thermal expansion of silicon is unlikely be-
cause different effects contribute to the thermal expansion.
In particular, the anharmonicity and nuclear quantum ef-
fects are difficult to formulate as a simple 3D model. The
thermal expansion of Si can be simulated properly with
methods based on ab initio calculations that includes all
these factors, but this seems unsatisfying for a “physical”
understanding. A number of possible contributions and
models are presented here, but any single model is insuffi-
cient by itself.
Negative Gru¨neisen Parameters as Fitting Parameters
If individual Gru¨neisen parameters are assigned to differ-
ent parts of the phonon DOS, it is easy to make a model
that predicts negative thermal expansion at low temper-
atures. An approximation for silicon is shown in Fig. 6,
9FIG. 6. Phonon DOS of Si from (thick line) experimental
measurement at 100 K [21], and (thin line) approximated with
Debye and Einstein models.
together with the experimental phonon DOS reported pre-
viously [21]. The six phonon branches were modeled as
follows: acoustic branches were approximated by Debye
models with cutoff energies of 20, 25, 42 meV, and op-
tical branches were approximated as Einstein modes with
energies of 52, 60, 60 meV. These curves were convoluted
with a Gaussian function of standard deviation
√
3 meV,
summed, and are compared to the experimental phonon
DOS of Si [21] in Fig. 6.
The heat capacities of these six functions were calcu-
lated as shown in Fig. 7.a. For simplicity, a Gru¨neisen
parameter of –1 was assigned to the lowest-energy TA
modes, and a Gru¨neisen parameter of +1 was assigned
to the other five phonon branches. The thermal expan-
sion as a function of temperature, shown in Fig. 7.b, has
a shape that follows the heat capacity curves times their
Gru¨neisen parameters. At low temperatures, the negative
contribution from the TA1 modes overcomes the positive
contribution from the TA2 modes, but the thermal ex-
pansion changes sign when the LA modes are sufficiently
occupied. With six Gru¨neisen parameters, there are many
ways to optimize the thermal expansion as a function of
temperature, and the depth and breadth of the minimum
can be tuned by appropriate parameter selection. We did
not explore this further because the main text shows that
this approach is physically incorrect.
Simple Springs and Angular Bonds
The simplest model of harmonic interatomic forces is
useful for illustrating a geometrical source of phonon an-
harmonicity. Fig. 8.a shows a tetrahedron with a Si atom
surrounded by its nearest neighbors. The four bonds are
FIG. 7. (a) Heat capacities from phonons approximated by
Debye and Einstein models, using the six branches of Fig. 6.
(b) Coefficient of thermal expansion, assuming all Gru¨neisen
parameters were +1 except for TA modes set as –1.
FIG. 8. a, Tetrahedral coordination around a central Si atom.
b, four interconnected tetrahedra of the diamond cubic struc-
ture. Thick vertical lines are along a [111] direction.
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assumed to be harmonic springs, and it can be initially
assumed that the neighbors remain fixed in position. As
shown in Fig. 8.a, the springs are relaxed, with no elas-
tic energy. If the central Si atom is displaced vertically,
the amount of elastic energy stored in the spring to the
neighbor above is the same for positive and negative dis-
placements of equal magnitude. This symmetry does not
hold for the lower three springs. Upwards displacements
are more along the directions of the springs, and generate
more elastic energy than downwards displacements. The
elastic energy is straightforward to calculate for harmonic
springs in a tetrahedral coordination with angles of 109.5◦
and a nearest-neighbor separation of a. For vertical dis-
placements, x , a numerical fit to the elastic energy in all
four springs gives
Eel(x) ∝
(x
a
)2
+ 0.666
(x
a
)3
, (6)
so negative x (downwards) displacements are more favor-
able energetically. The lengthening of the vertical bond in
Fig. 8.a gives positive thermal expansion, and it is likely im-
portant at high temperatures when numerous short wave-
length phonons disrupt the cooperative displacements be-
tween adjacent tetrahedra.
For long wavelength phonons, however, displacements
along the [111] direction can provide for negative ther-
mal expansion. Fig. 8.b helps to illustrate a phonon mode
where the vertical Si pairs along [111] maintain a fixed
separation, and vibrate as a unit along the [111] direc-
tion. For the case shown in Fig. 8.b, the cubic anhar-
monicity of Eq. S6 will cause a decrease in separations
between planes of atoms, illustrated by the arrows. For
a 1% mean-squared displacement, Eq. S6 predicts that
the cubic term is approximately 1% of the magnitude of
the quadratic. We might expect the lattice parameter to
decrease by approximately one part in 10−4 if such modes
dominate. The complexity of accounting for all different
modes and their thermal occupancies makes further anal-
ysis impractical, however. These examples show
• When atom displacements are not along the direc-
tions of the springs, phonon modes can be anhar-
monic even when the springs are harmonic.
• These geometrically-induced anharmonicites can
change sign with the wavevector of the phonon
mode.
The influence of anharmonicity may also be expected be-
cause the geometrical structure of silicon does not have in-
version symmetry at each atom. This allows cubic phonon-
phonon interactions in first order [3, 46], making vibra-
tional modes more free to exchange energy.
FIG. 9. Trends for silicons thermal expansion coefficient vs.
temperature plotted for scalings of the ratio of transverse to
longitudinal force constants between 0 and 2.8
FIG. 10. Maximum negative thermal expansion coefficients
taken from each trend in Figure S5 plotted against the scaling
factor, k , applied to the ratios of transverse to longitudinal
force constants.
Transverse Bonds
The diamond cubic structure is not stable under longitu-
dinal forces alone, and transverse forces are required to pre-
vent its collapse into a denser structure. Xu, et al., argue
that the negative thermal expansion of silicon depends on
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the relative strengths of the first-nearest-neighbor bond-
bending and bond-stretching forces [6]. For two specific
phonon modes (TA(q=X) and TA(q=L)), they develop a
mechanical model that predicts negative Gru¨neisen param-
eters when both central forces and non-central forces are of
comparable strength. They note that the relative strength
of the non-central forces plays a major role in setting the
thermal expansion of silicon [6].
We decomposed pairwise interactions between silicon
atoms, quantified as force constant tensors into compo-
nents that are transverse and longitudinal to the relevant
bond. Interestingly, we found that with a model quasihar-
monic system that there is some optimal scaling of the
transverse to longitudinal force constants that results in
maximal negative thermal expansion in Si. (Although the
simple modes described previously in Section B have no
transverse forces but have negative Gru¨neisen parameters,
there are many other modes that contribute to the thermal
expansion.)
To do this, we began with force constant tensors that
describe pairwise interactions between the atom at each of
the two distinct symmetry positions in silicon and its clos-
est 123 neighbors as a function of volume at 0 K. For each
pairwise interaction between each of the atoms at distinct
symmetry positions and its neighbors, we decomposed the
force constant tensor into components transverse and lon-
gitudinal to the bond between the pair of atoms. We scaled
the ratio of transverse to longitudinal force constants by
a constant, k , while holding fixed the norm of the force
constant tensor. We then calculated the the thermal ex-
pansion in silicon for values of k between 0 and 2.8. In
Fig. 9, we show that increasing the ratios of transverse to
longitudinal force constants in the system for values of k
between 0 and about 1.6 increases the amount of nega-
tive thermal expansion, and that increasing k beyond 1.6
decreases negative thermal expansion. In Fig. 10, we illus-
trate the dependence of the negative thermal expansion
on the ratios of transverse to longitudinal force constants
by plotting the minimum value of thermal expansion exhib-
ited by the system (one metric for quantifying the degree of
NTE) against the scaling constant k . Although the quasi-
harmonic approximation should not be used to predict how
negative Gru¨neisen parameters give the negative thermal
expansion of silicon, the ratio of forces should influence on
the thermal expansion of diamond cubic structures.
Quantum and Zero-point Effects
The models in transverse bonds, and simple springs sec-
tions, like many other previous models, can be understood
with classical mechanics. This is know to be inadequate
[22, 23]. Using Eq. S5 for classical or quantum distribu-
tions in Eq. S4 for the free energy give major differences
FIG. 11. Volume vs. temperature for silicon obtained from
classical and quantum mechanical free energies.
in thermal expansion in silicon, as shown in Fig. 11. Even
at lower temperatures, the zero-point energy brings im-
portance to all the phonon modes. Not only are quantum
effects essential at lower temperatures, but differences per-
sist up to melting temperatures.
In general, all of the models explained above are effective
for a pedagogical thought exercise for a “physical interpre-
tation” of the negative thermal expansion of silicon, but
no single simple model is able to capture the full behavior.
